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Exploring Real Estate Investing 1. Differentiate From the Neighbors In order to attract attention and to make
your home more memorable, consider custom designs or additions, such as landscaping, high-grade windows
or a new roof. Any improvements should be practical and use colors and designs that will appeal to the widest
audience. In addition, they should complement the home and its other amenities , such as building a deck or
patio adjacent to an outdoor swimming pool. According to a article in Realtor Magazine , some renovations,
such as adding a bathroom or putting new shingles on a roof, might not always pay. More than ever, in a down
market you should take every small edge you can get. Clean the Clutter It is imperative to remove all clutter
from the home before showing it to potential buyers because buyers need to be able to picture themselves in
the space. This might include removing some furniture to make rooms look bigger, and putting away family
photographs and personal items. You may even want to hire a stager to help you make better use of the space.
Staging costs can range from a couple hundred dollars for a basic consultation to several thousand dollars,
particularly if you rent modern, neutral furniture for showing your home. Many people feel that stagers can
make a home more salable , so hiring one deserves some consideration. Sweeten the Deal Another way to
make the home and deal more attractive to buyers is to offer things or terms that might sweeten the pot. For
example, sellers that offer the buyer a couple of thousand dollars credit toward closing costs , or offer to pay
closing costs entirely will in some cases receive more attention from house hunters looking at similar homes.
Depending on the policy, other appliances and house gadgets may be covered as well. A potential buyer may
feel more at ease knowing that he or she will be covered against such problems, which could make your home
more attractive than a competing home. If it is possible for you to close on the home within 30 to 60 days, this
may set your deal apart and get you a contract. Try to make certain that the exterior has a fresh coat of paint,
and that the bushes and lawn are well manicured. In real estate, appearances mean a lot. What better way to set
your home apart than to make it attractive at first glance? Again, the idea is to have the home in move-in
condition and to give potential buyers the impression that they will be able to move right in and start enjoying
their new home, rather than having to spend time and money fixing it up. Pricing It Right Regardless of how
well you renovate and stage your home, it is still important to price the home appropriately. However, it is
important that the listing price is not out of line with other comparable homes in the market. Have friends,
neighbors and real estate professionals tour the home and weigh in as well. The Bottom Line Selling your
home fast requires a little extra work. Do everything you can to get the home in excellent shape and be
prepared to make some small concessions at closing. These tips, coupled with an attractive price, will increase
the odds of getting your home sold. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email
series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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As the supply of homes for sale continues to grow throughout the U. Many experts have declared that any
meaningful rebound might begin next year. Home prices continue to decline in many areas, fueled by tight
lending standards and a rising supply of houses on the market. Of course, the latter assumes they can wait.
Real estate pros say the key to selling a house is to "price it right. Sellers fear pricing too low and leaving
money on the table, but there is little danger of this. If a home is priced too low, far below the competition,
you should receive multiple offers that will drive up the price to fair market value. The best way to know if
your home is priced fairly relative to comparable houses for sale is to compare your asking price to a
comprehensive market analysis. This is the first step before you list your house. Get the listings of the houses
in your area, and the price range. Look at the listing for every comparable home that is or was listed in your
neighborhood over the past six months. Compare similar properties, make adjustments for locations, age,
upgrades and lot sizes. Also, get a list of the recent sales prices and the original listing prices of comparable
houses in the area. You can track this down on web sites such as www. Have an Internet Strategy: Most
buyers search the Internet and buy a home within 12 miles of their existing one - so use the Internet tools
available in your area to see what the supply of homes for sale in your area looks like online. Instead, select a
listing agent who can back up his or her proposal with the most facts, market research and experience. Most
buyers use the Internet to search for a home. Make a Great First Impression: Real estate pros often talk about
"curb appeal. Realtors often comment on the number of homes put on the market with little or nothing done to
improve their curb appeal. One real estate pro put it this way: Sprucing up the yard: Sweep the walk, mow the
lawn, prune the shrubs, and clean up debris. Remove pets and litter box, light scented candles, play
background music, rearrange and remove excess furniture. The industry term for doing this is "staging a
house" and, as you can imagine, it goes far beyond decorating and cleaning. But doing this can result in selling
your home faster and getting a higher price, according to professionals who offer these services. You can also
learn more and locate a professional home stager at www. Get a Pre-Sale Inspection: Sellers are strongly
advised to consider getting a pre-sale home inspection, especially if their home is older or in need of repairs.
They can either use a clean home inspection report as a selling advantage or take care of the repairs listed on
the inspection report. In this market, buyers will expect to pay less than the asking price. They will be armed
with the original list prices and final sales prices of comparable homes and will know the price reductions
other sellers are accepting. Many buyers may make a low-ball offer to see what your reaction is. Emotion is
the enemy of flexibility, so keep emotions out of it. Your objective is to sell the house and, if a buyer is truly
interested and able to buy your house, then there is a price they may be willing to pay and you may be
satisfied to get. Instead, make a reasonable counteroffer and send the message that you want to work with
them to close the gap between their offer and the price you need to get for the house. Also, ask the prospective
buyer or his or her realtor what information was used to determine the price offered for your house and why
they want to buy your house. If your house includes upgrades and a finished basement that the other listings
do not have, include with your counteroffer an explanation of the cost of your upgrades and the additional
value per square foot.
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Email Shares 1K A couple of years ago we were in the middle of selling our house right at top of the real
estate bubble. Homes were routinely going for asking price, and some houses were even getting multiple
offers above asking price. At the time the thinking was that the market would continue going up, and it was
better to buy now than in a couple of years when prices had skyrocketed. Looking back, that thinking seems a
bit foolish now, but at the time it seemed reasonable. We ended up selling our townhouse for the asking price,
and we made a nice profit. The problem is, we also ended up buying a house for more than it was worth. Now
that the market has been dropping for a while things are extremely tough for homesellers. Because of the rash
of low or no down payment mortgages that happened a few years ago, a lot of homeowners are finding
themselves underwater in their mortgages, they owe more than the house is now worth. With so many
homeowners being underwater, a huge number of them are just deciding to walk away from their homes, and
the mortgages. A ton of foreclosures. According to Lawrence Yun , chief economist with the National
Association of Realtors, there were 2 million properties in foreclosure in With such a huge number of
foreclosure properties available, and due to the tough economic times, getting your house to sell is harder than
ever. Here are a few tips to help you sell a bit faster. You have to be willing to price it right: In many areas
foreclosures have depressed the prices quite a bit. While you may not be able to cut your price to the level of
some of those bank owned homes, you can still do your research as to what comparable homes are selling for,
and undercut their prices. Try not to get emotionally stuck on a certain price. Research prices on sites like
Zillow. Make sure the home has curb appeal: All the hard work should pay off by at least getting that buyer
through the door. When we sold, this was key for us because there were similar units at the same or lower
price. Our unit was just in better shape, had been repainted, etc. Clear the home of clutter: Remove personal
photos from the walls, and replace them with neutral framed art. Remove any unnecessary furniture and put it
into storage. If you can remove clothing from the closets and put it into self storage you make the closets feel
bigger. Reduce all the extra clutter throughout the house to make it feel bigger, more spacious and buyer
friendly! If your house has a big problem that will turn a lot of buyers off, fix it! Shag carpeting in the living
room? Consider changing it out with fresh new carpeting. Pay to have it fixed, or get a new one. We actually
did this. Big hole in the wall? Get some drywall and patch it up. Ugly peeling linoleum in the kitchen? Put in
new flooring. Fix smaller problem areas around the house: Take the time to go around and fix those things one
by one. If you noticed them, the buyer will too! When we sold our house we ended up repainting some trim on
the outside of the house, repainting several rooms that had scratches and marks on the wall, and removed some
rubber marks on the kitchen linoleum. It only took us one or two days of hard work, but in the end the house
looked much better, and was more inviting to a buyer. Consider staging the house: When we sold we actually
staged the house to make the rooms feel more spacious, give it a less cluttered look and a make people feel
more at home. We took our personal photos down and put up framed art pieces. We removed all the magnets
and photos from the fridge, and put up nice valances on the windows. Watch a lot of HGTV and try to emulate
what the experts do to stage a house! Offer bonuses to agents or buyers: Use the power of the web and your
personal networks to market your house: Use other online venues to help sell your house. Put an ad on
craigslist, use sites like zillow. Sometimes word of mouth is one of the best ways to market a house. Get a
good agent to help you sell: Get a good agent to help sell your house, not a friend of a friend â€” or your aunt
Agnes who just got her real estate license. Your house is one of your biggest assets, and this is no time to do
someone else a favor. Call a local real estate office and ask for their top salesperson. Interview a few agents
and ask them to tell you what their marketing plan is for your home. Also, make sure to keep the house spic
and span to make sure that it shows well. Finally consider baking cookies before a showing, or lighting one of
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those cinnamon roll candles. It will give the house a pleasant aroma, and people will feel at home. Do you
have your own tips for things that can make a home sell faster? Were there things that you did when selling
your house that made it more attractive to buyers? Let us know about it in the comments!
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You know what your house is worth? Whatever someone is willing to pay for it â€” no more, no less. Want to
know something else? Every house can sell, it just needs the right price. You may not want to lower the price
of your home, which is understandable, but if you need to sell you may be better off lowering the price now to
move it than wait months and end up lowering the price anyway. Cash in hand may be better than waiting and
having the market go down further. How is the lawn? Is it green and weed-free? Are they cut and neat? Does it
need touching up? Is it weathered and cracked? Does the overall layout of the look of the house make sense?
How is the lighting? Look around your neighborhood at houses you love. Go look at some houses that just
sold too for good measure. What do they look like? What about them appeals to you? Is that how your house
is? Curb appeal is something that you may be able to spruce up inexpensively and the return could mean
selling your house! A good landscaper may be able to suggest a few inexpensive touches that could make your
house look much better. Your House is Cluttered Inside If you are serious about selling your home, do what
you can to open it up inside and out. Get rid of as much as you can. All of those knick-knacks you have on the
shelves are visual clutter for the potential buyer. It helps to live like a minimalist when selling your home. If
you have to put things in storage then so be it. Open up the place and keep only the bare essentials. Be honest
with yourself â€” is your house clean? Is the bathroom spotless? Even in the corners? How about the kitchen?
Is there laundry visible anywhere? If you need to, hire a cleaning service to scrub your house from top to
bottom. A few hundred dollars to sell a house is well-worth it. These were people who were legitimately
looking to sell their house. Your house is full of stuff that is yours. When I, the buyer, look around I see your
house. You need a buyer to be able to imagine the place as theirs. You want them to walk around and think
about where they will put their vacation pictures and mug collection. I know you love your family, but all of
your pictures hanging up makes the homebuyer think of you â€” no good. De-personalize the house as much
as possible. Think about what a furniture catalog looks like. Those catalogs are set up in a way that anyone
who opens them imagines their life in that room they are looking at. Take a look at some mortgage and
re-finance rates in your area. When you follow a buyer around you might also be hurting yourself by
appearing too eager. Give people space to talk about what they like or talk smack about the house. Who cares
what they say as long they want to buy it, right? True story â€” when we were selling our co-op we stayed and
showed our place to those that were interested. We got some interest but not a lot. A friend told us it was a
mistake to stay in the home while they looked. We started letting people look on their own while we waited
outside for a bit. We started to get more return calls and repeat looks. You hire a real estate agent and you
expect them to bust their hump for you and get your house sold. After all, they are getting a commission,
right? But not all real estate agents are created equal. Some look to get your listing and hope it sells itself.
What adds to the problem is many agents have you sign a form saying you will only work with them for a
period of time and if another sells for x months after they still get a piece of the action. Stay in touch with
them and find out what they are doing to move your home. Call their bosses, if possible, and let them know
you are not happy. Make sure your real estate agent is working for you. Every house has its warts. But if there
are big problems with your house then you have to understand that will be reflected in the price someone will
pay. The problems may not even be major. If the paint job is dull and dirty, a white-wash can do wonders to
make the house more attractive and the cost is relatively low. But if there is more work than a person would
expect it leads us to the next pointâ€¦ 9. But some real estate listings flat-out lie. And we all want our house to
sell. But when you lie in your description it ticks off the potential buyer. You lose all trust and you waste their
time. Or there was a room that basically had some divider. Or a couple of rooms were a converted attic where
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you had to duck in places. You get the picture. They are looking at a house that is incomplete in some way. A
buyer wants to know any work is professionally done and up to code. Heck, your interior may be genius in
some circles but for other people it may mean doing a lot of painting and renovation. Take a look at your
home and honestly ask yourself if it looks like most of your neighbors. True story, part II â€” We were
checking out a house that was in our price range and was in the neighborhood we were looking at. It was a
nice sized place that had what we required, for the most part. Just about all the walls have some sort of black
striped theme going diagonal. The kitchen cabinets were black Formica. Not for the price they were asking.
That house has been for sale over a year now at least. Just be able to justify your reasons when you tell the
owners or the real estate agents why they need to lower their asking price. Finally You may not realize that
you are sabotaging your chances at selling your house. Ask friends and family if they know someone in real
estate that will give you an impartial opinion. You have to put yourself in the mind of the buyer. With a few
changes you may be able to finally get your house sold! We respect your email privacyPowered by AWeber
email marketing Signing you up! Join the Broke Brigade and get our free report on the top 5 tools for your
finances. We hate spam just as much as you Signing you up!
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Amy Fontinelle August 1, â€” 6: Strangers will come into your home and poke around in your closets and
cabinets. They will criticize a place that has probably become more than just four walls and a roof to you, and
then, to top it all off, they will offer you less money than you think your home is worth. Read on to find out
how you can get the highest possible price for your home within a reasonable timeframeâ€”without losing
your mind. Also, try to remember how you felt when you were shopping for that home. Most buyers will also
be in an emotional state. A good agent will help you set a fair and competitive selling price for your home that
will increase your odds of a quick sale. An agent will also have more experience negotiating home sales than
you do, potentially helping you get more money than you could on your own. Further, if any problems crop up
during the processâ€”and they commonly do - an experienced professional will be there to handle them for
you. Finally, agents are familiar with all the paperwork and pitfalls involved in real estate transactions and can
help make sure the process goes smoothly. Assuming You Must Hire an Agent On the other hand, some
people do manage to sell their homes themselves. Remember the comparable market analysis you did when
you bought a home to figure out a fair offering price? Buyers will do this for your home, too, so as a seller you
should be one step ahead of the game. Absent a housing bubble ; overpriced homes do not sell. In fact,
underpricing your home a bit can be a strategy to generate extra interest in your listing. Most people want to
list their homes at a price that will attract buyers while still leaving some breathing room for negotiations. This
will allow the buyer to feel like he or she is getting a good value and allow you to get the amount of money
you need from the sale. People are busy with social engagements, and the cold weather makes it more
appealing just to stay home. Because fewer buyers are likely to be looking, it may take longer to sell your
home, and you may not get as much money. At the same time, there are so many poor photos of homes for
sale that if you do a good job, it will set your listing apart and help generate extra interest. Consider using a
wide-angle lens if possible - this will allow you to give potential buyers a better idea of what entire rooms look
like. Not Being Properly Insured With the above-average number of people who will be on your property, you
want to make sure you are insured in case someone has an accident on the premises and tries to sue you for
damages. You also want to make sure that there are not any obvious hazards at the property or that you take
steps to mitigate them keeping the children of potential buyers away from your pool and getting your dogs out
of the house during showings, for example. Either fix the problem ahead of time, price the property below
market value to account for the problem, or list the property at a normal price but offer the buyer a credit to fix
the problem. Having your home inspected before listing it is a good idea if you want to avoid costly surprises
once the home is under contract. Not Preparing Your Home for Sale Sellers who do not clean and stage their
homes are throwing money down the drain. Failing to do these things will not only reduce your sale price but
may also prevent you from getting a sale at all. Have a friend or agent with a fresh pair of eyes point out areas
of your home that need work. Because of your familiarity with the home; you may have become immune to its
trouble spots. Decluttering, cleaning thoroughly, putting a fresh coat of paint on the walls and getting rid of
any odors will also help you make a good impression on buyers. Not Accommodating Potential Buyers If
someone wants to view your house, you need to accommodate this person, even if it is inconvenient for you.
And yes, you have to clean and declutter the house before every single visit. Signing a contract with a buyer
whose purchase of your home is contingent on the sale of his or her own property may also put you in a
serious bind if you need to close by a particular date. The house may sit on the market for far longer than you
expect, especially in a declining market. However, if you avoid the costly mistakes listed here, it will go a
long way toward helping you put your best foot forward and achieving that seamless, lucrative sale every
home seller hopes for.
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By using these easy and inexpensive tips, you can expect an offer in no time. If you have pets or children, that
stress is multiplied. If you need to sell your home in a hurry, these tried-and-true methods can help you get
offers quickly that are close to or even above! Get a storage unit while your house is on the market. You might
think the easiest way to declutter your home is to shove everything into the closets. Anyone who tours your
home is going to check out the storage spaces, and disorganized, overstuffed closets only serve as evidence
that your home is lacking. Get rid of a third of your stuff. If you choose a portable unit, it can be transported to
your new home, making moving day a cinch. Hire a professional to stage and photograph your house. But not
everyone wants their home staged or has the money for it. Forss poses another option: Either way, staging of
some sort is necessary on almost every home, no matter how beautiful it is. Find the right real estate agent. A
track record of sales that proves they know how to sell your house fast. Are they familiar with the benefits and
negatives of your neighborhood? Can they walk into your home and tell you precisely what buyers will love
and hate? Are they, basically, the fairy godparent you never knew you needed? One way to be sure: You
should also make sure your agent promotes their properties online. Make sure they hire a professional to take
photos and includes a variety of photos on their site and social media. Promote your house yourself. Do your
part to get the word out about your home by using your personal social media accounts and sending the listing
page to family and friends. You never know what friend of a friend or distant relative may be looking in your
neck of the woods! You may even consider spreading the word about your home in your neighborhood.
Remove personalized items for your house. Make small upgrades to your house. A new sink and cabinet
hardware in the kitchen, or light fixtures, shower curtains, and hand towels in the bathroom, are inexpensive
but can instantly transform your space. Small upgrades can have a big impact. Brighten up your house. A dark
or poorly lit home feels damp and depressing. Brighten it up by using natural and artificial light. Seeby
recommends Sherwin-Williams Agreeable Gray, a light, neutral gray that provides a soft, brighter palette,
making rooms look larger. A deep cleaning will also help brighten baseboards, windows, and light fixtures.
Amp up the curb appeal. Tidy up your yard by trimming and shaping hedges, refreshing mulch, and edging the
lawn. Consider pressure-washing your house, walkways, and driveway, or even adding a fresh coat of paint to
your trim and shutters. Everything matters â€” even things as small as the brass on your front door. Polish the
kick-plate and doorknob, and clean any cobwebs or bird droppings off your front porch. Flowers, particularly
near the entryway, add a hint of color, making your home feel alive and inviting. Sell your house at the right
time. Spring and summer are typically known as the best time to sell your home. If you can wait until then to
list, you should consider it. But be forewarned that increased inventory means spring and summer buyers can
afford to be pickier â€” so make sure your home is in tip-top shape. You also need to price your house right.
Do your own research about area comps, get listing price suggestions from a couple of agents, and then listen
to your agent when it comes to negotiating. For more tips on how to sell your house, keep reading below:
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Marketing Ideas The real estate industry has had some interesting ups and down over the past decade - NAR
National Association of Realtors membership hit its all-time high back in with 1,, realtors before dropping
dramatically with the housing financial crisis. However, since its rock bottom in with , members , it has been
steadily increasing, and with nearly 1,, members in , the competition among realtors is heating up. While real
estate agents are still key in the home buying process, buyers are increasingly looking to do more leg work
online before involving the experts. Here are our 35 best real estate marketing ideas for those looking to win
the real estate marketing game. Set Yourself Up For Social. Interact with users, share good press, and promote
your properties. Chances are, home shoppers are eager to share their top housing pics with friends and family,
so make it easy for home buyers to email and share various properties online by adding social sharing buttons.
What are other realtors in your area doing? What do their websites look like? How active are they on social
media? Take note of what competitors are doing â€” then avoid their mistakes and replicate their success!
Make Yourself Easy to Contact. Put your contact info on every page of your website. Ideally, make an
impressive contact us page that grabs attention. Create a Killer Business Card. Get an awesome looking
business card and hand them out like pizza flyers on a Friday night. Make Use of Local Images. Showcase the
best that your area has to offer, with high-quality, beautiful photos of local town landmarks and familiar sites.
Hire a Photo Pro. Successful real estate relies heavily on great photography. Bad photos will diminish interest
in even the greatest of properties. Hire a professional photographer preferably with experience photographing
homes and architecture , or, if you have sophisticated equipment and are confident in your abilities, have your
own hand at it. Just remember this is one of those scenarios when it pays to bring in the professionals. There
are tons of great resources that provide in-depth detail about real estate photography â€” this guide from
Digital Photography School is helpful so long as you have some basic photography experience under you belt
already. Create a Virtual Tour. Virtual tours are a great way to give a comprehensive, accurate preview of the
property for potential buyers. Consider helping sponsor local festivals, sports teams, or school events. Signing
up as a local sponsor often means getting your business a spot on t-shirts, program pamphlets, or flyers.
Consider outsourcing a quality animated video for your real estate businesses. Short, cute, high-quality
cartoon videos can help establish your brand as well as give a touch of personality. You may even want to
consider featuring local landmarks or sites in your animated video to make it ultra-unique and targeted.
Pinterest boards are a great way to provide images and information for specific listings. You can create a
Pinterest board for a single property that, in addition, to property photos, highlights major benefits of the area.
Make Your Site Mobile-Friendly. Tech-savvy consumers spend tons of time on their mobile devices. Even
better, consider creating a mobile app that potential buyers can use to review listings. Email marketing is one
of the best strategies for building client relationships. Collect emails from your website, local outreach, or any
other methods you can think of. Start an Email Nurture Campaign. Nurture campaigns are like the breadcrumb
paths of Hansel and Gretel, except instead of a gingerbread house at the end, clients find their dream home
hopefully without a resident evil witch. If they first attended an open house with you, send them an email
detailing other nearby houses on the market. Deliver content that will help your clients take the appropriate
next step, depending on where they are in their journey. Google My Business is the latest in Google
location-based pages. Trust me, this one is a no-brainer. Become the go-to real estate agent for dog owners,
families with kids, divorced individuals, whatever. Making a name for yourself in regards to a specific niche
need can make you memorable, especially in saturated zip codes. Utilize emotional storytelling with
compelling copy and powerful visual elements. Humans respond to stories â€” tell a good one and clients will
flock to you. If you feel comfortable enough, hosting a webinar can be a great way to garner attention for your
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business. Webinars can also be repurposed as YouTube videos, with can serve as valuable video content that
can live permanently on your website! Here are some more tips on putting together a great webinar. Saddle Up
For Social Ads. With organic reach dwindling on many popular social networks like Facebook, paid Facebook
ads are often the most effective way to get in front of clients. Consider sending out postcards to qualified leads
or potential buyers in the specific zip codes you are active in. Become a Columnist in Local Magazines.
Getting yourself in local magazines or newspapers is a great way to get the word out about you and your
brand. See if you can write a column or feature for local publications. Instead, try to showcase your
knowledge. Make yourself and your knowledge available to the community by hosting mini-seminars.
Consider providing a basic seminar about the basics of home buying and mortgages. Users want you to share
some of your knowledge for free before investing time and money in you. A home buying seminar is the local
equivalent of a webinar. Yes, it will take time and energy, but attendees will walk away impressed and will
have established a relationship with you. Branding is your buddy â€” that means pens, drink koozies, and all
those other freebies people love. Give out some branded goodies at local festivals and events to spread your
brand. Partner With Local Businesses. Developing relationships with other local businesses will be key for
your real estate marketing efforts. See if you can get local breakfast joints to let you buy them a set of new
coffee mugs with your logo on them, or buy a place on their paper placemat setting. Ask for Testimonials
From Former Clients. Testimonials are tremendous trust signals. Showing that real, live people endorse your
services means the world to potential clients. When a homebuyer has had a great experience with you, reach
out to them and ask for a testimonial. If possible, try to get a photo of them as well. Make the most of these
testimonials by placing them strategically on your website and sharing them now and then on social networks.
Create an Awesome Website. Make it easy for users to access all this information â€” make sure all your
property pages have great photos, virtual tours, and easy access to Google Maps and Google Earth. Make
Your Site Easy to Navigate. Your visitors need to have a good experience on your website, so take the time to
brush up on user experience design skills and information architecture. Make sure you are including some
local-oriented keywords in your copy to ensure that your content is found by buyers Googling online for
homes in your area. Zillow is basically the Yelp of real estate marketing, and you really need to be on there if
you want any chance of being discovered - you can ignore the sun, but it will still burn you! Zillow offers the
ability to advertise as an agent on their website. Zillow also allows users to review real estate agents, so put on
a smile and rack up that rating, as a solid star rating will greatly increase your leads. Use a scheduling sharing
app to coordinate times to show a house to buyers. Scheduling apps like Doodle can cut down on the endless
back and forth timeslot swapping. Send a local care package to clients after they close, with local movie or
theater tickets, restaurant gift cards, etc. Stay in touch even months and years later with past buyers in order to
build in that good relationship. Send anniversary cards, holiday cards, etc to stay fresh in their minds. Create a
Referral System. Provide incentives for past clients to refer you to future homebuyers. Real estate is one of
those industries that absolutely must use call tracking in their paid search campaigns. Most people use the
phone when trying to find a realtor or make an appointment to view an apartment, condo or house. If those
calls come about because someone saw your PPC ad, you want to be able to track which ads and keywords are
driving calls.
8: How To Sell Your House Fast | Trulia
Selling Your Home Learn how to prepare your home for the market and sell it for the most money. Stage your house for
walkthroughs, learn which repairs are absolutely required, and figure out how to price your house competitively to sell in
the shortest period of time.

9: Selling A House In A Buyers' Market - CBS News
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Even in a seller's market - which many major U.S. cities are currently experiencing - some homes linger on the market
for weeks or months, while the homes around them go into contract within days.
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